A Simple, Sturdy Companion For Better Signage

Scott
Sign-Mate®
Frames

All-Purpose, Fundamental Frame Colors
11 Frames Sizes
(Inside Dimensions)

White

2" x 4"
(5.08 x 10.16)
2" x 6"
(5.08 x 15.24)
2" x 8"
(5.08 x 20.32)
2" x 10"
(5.08 x 25.4)

Gray

Putty

Brown

Black

Our frame selection features stylish hues that are beautiful…bold…and businesslike.
Their universal appeal and value enhance any message or moment. Choose from
among our fundamental colors when you need an economical solution in proven
color schemes for virtually any situation.
Deliver Your Message in Style
Professional-looking Sign-Mate frames accentuate your words and give them added
impact and visibility. Look at just a few of the ways they can highlight your message.

4" x 8"
(10.16 x 20.32)

4" x 10"
(10.16 x 25.4)

4" x 4"
(10.16 x 10.16)

6" x 6"
(15.24 x 15.24)

Combine colors and panels to form
interesting directories, then change one
name or more whenever the need arises.

Make your sign inviting–engrave an
accent line around your text, then place
your sign in a frame with an attractive,
complementary color.

8" x 6"
(20.32 x 15.24)
From large numerals to small text,
Sign-Mate frames create images that
are letter-perfect.
8" x 8"
(20.32 x 20.32)

When the opportunity knocks, use
neutral-color frames to make signs of any
color look at home on walls of any type.

For many more helpful examples depicting the numerous uses of Sign-Mate frames or for
information on additional Scott sign-making products, please visit our related websites.
They include www.scottmachine.com and www.scottautograver.com.
Contemporary Stands

11" x 81⁄2"
(27.94 x 21.59)

Attach your Sign-Mate signs, with tape
dots, to our specially designed Slant
Stands that are ideally suited for desks and
countertops, where the angled design provides maximum viewing efficiency. You’ll
be pleased to know that these stands are
available for every frame size that we offer. So whatever selection you make, it’s
sure to stand the test for durability, quality
and a smart, professional look.

Scott Machine…
The Sign-Framing Standard

Your sign panel is easily engraved or vinyl-lettered,
using materials up to 1/8" thick.

Sturdy and stylish, low-cost SignMate® frames give you the high quality
standard that only comes from Scott

Tape or hook-and-loop fasteners hold the insert
securely in the frame.

Machine Development Corporation.
Sign-Mate frames are made of highstrength, molded and textured plastic
in five professional-looking colors. S
These durable frames easily adapt to

The insert is installed effortlessly. You can interchange messages with a handy suction cup.

Scott sign inserts or other engraved or
vinyl-lettered sign panels up to 1/8"
thick. Their square inside corners line
up naturally with the inserts, while the
rounded outside corners are aesthetically pleasing. The frames are just as
simple to install…on walls, doors,
fabric, metal or even textured concrete.
The frame backs offer many mounting options, from permanent screws to
removable tape. S Though Sign-Mate
frames are tamper-resistant, messages
can be interchanged with a handy
suction cup. Utilize these versatile sign
holders, available in 11 sizes, for desk
name bars, door signs, directories…
anywhere quality signage needs to
make an impact!

Attach your finished signs to walls or doors…or use
the contemporary stands on desks and office partitions.

Fundamental Frames
Size

Stands (Attach to Frames)

White

Gray

Putty

Brown Black

Price

Catalog No.

Price

2" x 4"

AWTH

ALGH

APTH

AABH ABKH

3.90

2" x 4"

ASSM

3.70

2" x 6"

BWTH

BLGH

BPTH

BABH

BBKH

4.30

2" x 6"

BSSM

3.70

2" x 8"

CWTH

CLGH

CPTH

CABH CBKH

4.60

2" x 8"

CSSM

3.70

2" x 10"

LWTH

LLGH

LPTH

LABH

5.10

2" x 10"

LSSM

5.00

4" x 4"

DWTH DLGH DPTH DABH DBKH

5.10

4" x 4"

DSSM

6.30

4" x 8"

EWTH

EBKH

6.30

4" x 8"

ESSM

6.90

4" x 10"

MWTH MLGH MPTH MABH MBKH

7.60

4" x 10"

MSSM

6.90

6" x 6"

FWTH

FBKH

8.90

6" x 6"

FSSM

6.90

8" x 6"

GWTH GLGH GPTH GABH GBKH

9.20

8" x 6"

GSSM

7.50

8" x 8"

HWTH HLGH HPTH HABH HBKH

9.50

8" x 8"

HSSM

8.80

11" x 81/2"

JSSM

8.80

11" x 81/2" JWTH

ELGH
FLGH

JLGH

EPTH
FPTH

JPTH

EABH
FABH

JABH

LBKH

JBKH

13.80

Slanted Stands

Quantity discounts for fundamental frames: 50 and over 5%
100 and over 10%
300 and over 15%

Mounting Accessories

Quality People and Products

Large Suction Cup
for removing insert from frame
for 6" and larger frames

SCL

$2.10

Small Suction Cup
for removing insert from frame
for 2" and 4" frames

SCS

1.10

Dual Lock® Strips
MP115
adhesive backed for mounting insert in frame
1/2" x 12" (matching set)

5.00

Double-Sided Tape
for permanently mounting insert in frame
1 roll 3/4" x 60 yds.

B17D

18.00

Velcro® strips
10/pkg. 1" x 3" pieces (matching pair)

B27

15.90

Velcro® Hook & Loop Dots
50 pairs

B28

17.00

Double-Sided Tape
for mounting frame on rough surface
1 roll 3/4" x 72 yds.

B19W

37.10

Fabric Pin
for mounting frames on cloth partitions
26/pkg.

B31

17.60

Tape Dots
for attaching frames to stands
100 dots/roll

B22

Scott Machine Development Corporation has been a quality
manufacturer and supplier of user-friendly signmaking
equipment and supplies for over 50 years.
Our business hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern
time. Call Scott Machine at 607-865-6511–we always answer
by the fourth ring. Or you can e-mail us any time at
ask-us-2015@scottmachinecorp.com. Our knowledgeable staff
is always available and eager to answer questions about
Sign-Mate frames or any of our other popular, economical
sign and badge supplies.

Signs you make, Signs you buy...People you trust
15.20

Dual-Lock® is a registered trademark of 3M. Velcro® is a registered trademark of Velcro USA, Inc.

Scott Machine Development Corporation
Ship: 200 Prospect Avenue, Walton, NY 13856
Mail: P. O. Box 88, Walton, NY 13856-0088
Tel: 607/865-6511
8:30 am - 5:00 pm ET Monday - Friday
Fax: 607/865-7269
Email: ask-us-2016@scottmachinecorp.com
www.scottmachinecorp.com
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